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A heat-conducting viscous fluid with an equation of state represented by the 
cubic model p =pO(l + AT- BT2+ CT’) is considered. It is shown that the 
solution to a boundary-initial value problem for this fluid depends continuously on 
changes in the heat supply for both the forward and backward in time problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTIOIS 
In this paper we consider the solution to the equations of motion for 
an incompressible, heat-conducting, viscous fluid under a Boussinesq 
approximation, although the equation of state adopted is given by the 
cubic model 
p=pO(l +AT-BT2+CTJ), (1) 
where p is density of the fluid, p0 is the density at 0” C, T is the temperature 
of the fluid, and A, B, and C are constants. In particular we shall establish 
continuous dependence of the solution on the heat source both forward 
and backward in time. In Merker er al. Cl] the writers studied convection 
in a horizontal water layer. They calculated that a cubic law similar to (1) 
above, for particular constants A, B, and C, predicted the onset of convec- 
tion 8 per cent more accurately than the quadratic model suggested by 
Veronis [23. As a result we adopt a cubic model in our more general 
problem. 
A number of writers have produced continuous dependence results for 
several different problems. Knops and Payne [3] established continuous 
dependence on the initial data for the Navier-Stokes equations backward 
in time. Galdi and Rionero [4] and Galdi and Straughan [S] considered 
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similar forward and backward problems for exterior domains. In addition 
Song [6] produced inequalities establishing continuous dependence on 
density and on the coefficient of kinematic viscosity. Roberts [7] and 
Tritton and Zarraga [S] studied convection in a plane layer of Boussinesq 
fluid with internal heating. However, they did not discuss continuous 
dependence upon an arbitrary, bounded heat source. Such continuous 
dependence is of importance in several practical contexts, such as 
geophysics, e.g., geothermal reservoir engineering, where the current data 
and equations are used in order to extrapolate back to previous times. 
In Section 2 we shall study the forward in time dependence. An ordinary 
energy argument is used to establish continuous dependence on the heat 
supply. However, this argument fails in Section 3 which studies the back- 
ward in time dependence. If we use an energy method in the backward in 
time example, then we are unable to produce dependence upon the heat 
supply alone. In addition, the backward in time problem is improperly 
posed because the solution does not depend continuously upon the initial 
data. As a result the backward problem is more complicated than the 
forward one. In order to overcome this difficulty we employ a logarithmic 
convexity argument. This argument has been used in several papers, e.g., 
Knops and Payne [3], Payne [9], Lavrentiev [lo], and involves twice 
differentiating a functional F(t) (to be defined in Section 3) and obtaining 
an estimate for its log. This inequality can then be integrated in order to 
establish a continuous dependence result. 
2. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE ON THE 
HEAT SUPPLY FORWARD IN TIME 
The equations of motion for a heat-conducting linear viscous fluid, with 
a cubic density law, forward in time are 
L’,,, + l:,t’,~, = -p,,+dc,+h,(l +AT-B?-2+C’T~), (2) 
l’,, I = 0, (3) 
where v, b are the velocity and body force, p is pressure, T is temperature, 
Q(x, 1) is heat supply, and standard indicial notation is employed. Without 
loss of generality we have set the viscosity, thermal diffusivity, and density 
equal to unity, and the body force is taken constant. 
Equations (2)-(4) are defined on the domain ax (0, S] where SL c R’ 
is a bounded domain representing the volume occupied by the fluid. Let f 
denote the boundary of Sz which is assumed sufficiently smooth to allow 
applications of the divergence theorem. 
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The boundary conditions we consider are 
v,(x, 1) = 6,(x, 1) on TX [0, S], 
T(x, 1) = T,(x, t) f x [0, S]. on 
(5) 
If f . n = 0 on f, then we may consider an alternative boundary condition 
on r, where (5), holds on f, x [0, F] and 
dn (5 1) = TAX. t) on I-,x [O, S], 
where n is the unit normal to f, f, v f, = I-, and I-, n r, = a. 
The “initial” conditions are 
Vj(X, 0) = VP(X) 
T(x, 0) = To(x) I
in ax (O}, 
(6) 
(7) 
where V, v”, T,,, T,, and T, are prescribed functions of the arguments 
indicated. 
Let x= (v, T, p) and x* = (v*, T*, p*) be two classical solutions to 
Eqs. (2)-(4) with boundary-initial values (5)-(7); the unstarred quantities 
denote the base flow and the starred quantities the perturbed flow. Assume 
x, x* satisfy (2)(7) for the same data 5, v”, To, T,, T, and the same body 
force b, but different heat sources Q(x, l), Q*(x, 1) Also we assume 
v, v*, T, T* are C’(IRx [O, S]). 
Define 
ui = I;* - v,, tl=T*--T, Ic=p*-p, q=Q*-Q. 
Then these variables satisfy 
u,.,+v,~u,~,+u~v,~,= -x.~+ Aui- B&l, (8) 
u,., - 0, (9) 
where 
and 
8,,+V*O,i+uiT,i=AO+q, 
B,= -Ah;+ Bb;(T*+ T)-Cbi(T**+ T*T+ T2) 
ui = 0 on Tx [0, S], 
6=0 on rl x CO, Sl, 
de 0 -= 
dn 
on I-, x [O, S], 
(10) 
(11) 
where Tz = 0 unless C . n = 0 on Tz x [0, .F J. 
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We say a vector w  is of class Y, if for some prescribed constant u, 
SUP M’, w, < LIZ. 
P x ro. .P 1 
A scalar R is of class #r, if for some prescribed constant m, 
sup R2 dm’. 
ux [O..T] 
In terms of the above,. we are interested in a function (u, 0)~ 
(C2(li x [0, .Y]))4, with v E V and T, T* E vV. By boundedness of T, T* 
we also have a bound 
sup B, B, < D2 
n x ro.9I 
for some constant D. 
To establish continuous dependence our energy analysis begins by multi- 
plying (8) by u, and integrating over 52 to give 
where 
and (I .I\ is the L’(S) norm. 
Next, multiply (10) by U and integrate over Q to give 
-$; 1(8)12+ (L;,VO,,) + (Ou,T,,)= (8dO) + (q(9). (13) 
Expressions ( 12) and ( 13) may be simplified using (9), ( 11) and the 
divergence theorem. 
(L!:u,.,ui) = <(“:uiui).,) - (E,f,u,ui) - (L’:ui.ju~) 
= -(c/%,u,). 
Therefore 
(u:u,.,u,) =o. 
Similarly 
(o:ee.,) = 0. 
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we may show that, for a, B, y, and 
6 > 0 to be chosen, 
and finally 
(Ui hi) = - p41112, (e de) = - l~vell2. 
Let 
Then from Eqs. (12), (13) and the above equalities/inequalities, 
$G - IIn+ llvel1*+ 
( 
2 
a+*+g 
2r 28 2y > 
pii2 
+f IIVUII~+~ iiveli2+~lifw+~ i14112+: luw. (14) 
Choose a = /? = 2 to remove IlVu (( 2, (IVBII * terms; and choose 6 = l/2, y = 1. 
Then (14) becomes 
Let c, = max{ a2/2 + m2/2 + D, D + l/2} so that 
dE 
-p,E+ l14112. 
If we define M = ~~q~~ ‘, upon integration we find 
E(f) < e”‘E(0) + i M(e”” - 1). 
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Since we are primarily interested in continuous dependence on the heat 
source, we may choose the initial data such that E(0) = 0. So if we set 
K(+;(+l,, 
we obtain 
E(f) < K(1)M. (15) 
Inequality (15) establishes continuous dependence, forward in time, on the 
heat supply in energy measure. 
3. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE ON THE 
HEAT SUPPLY BACKWARD IN TIME 
The equations of motion for a heat-conducting linear viscous fluid with 
the cubic density law, backward in time, are 
u ,.,=~,c,,,+p.~-h-hJl+AT-BTZ+CT3), (16) 
t:,., = 0, (17) 
T,,=o,T.,-AT-Q. (18) 
Equations (16)-( 18) are defined on the domain Sz x (0, F] as described in 
Section 2. Once again, without loss of generality, we have set the viscosity, 
thermal diffusivity, and density equal to unity, and the body force is taken 
constant. 
Boundary condition (5) is chosen as before. Boundary condition (6) 
becomes 
c?T 
iin = T,,(x, 11 on I‘,x[O,.~]ifc,-Ooni’z, (19) 
where n is unit normal to I’, rl u rz = r, and F, n I‘? = 0. The initial 
condition we consider is (7). 
Classical solutions x, x* are once again the unperturbed and perturbed 
solutions as described in the previous section. Both solutions correspond to 
the same data V, v”, To, T,, and Tz, and heat sources Q(x, !), Q*(x, 1). 
Define 
u,=c*--c I7 6=T*-T, 7[ = p* - p, y=Q*-Q, 
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Then from (16)-( 19), (6), and (7) these variables satisfy 
~~,,=v/*~~,/+~~v,,/+n,,-Au,+ B,e, 
uj.i = O3 
e., = v:e.i + U, T,, - de - 4, 
where 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
Bi(x, t) = -[Ah,- Bhi( T* + T) + C’b,( T*2 + T*T+ T*)]. 
The boundary and initial conditions are 
u,=o on fx[O,F], 
e=o on r, x CO, Sl, 
de 
-= 
dn 
0 on f2 x CO, 9-1, 
(23) 
ui=e=o at t = 0, 
where I-, = 0 unless Ci = 0. 
We say a vector w  is of class .M’ if for some prescribed constant u, 
sup wiw, 6 a”, 
f2~ ro..-P] 
and of class W if for some prescribed constant h, 
where (1 .Ilp denotes the norm on t”(Q). A scalar S is of class JY or N, 
respectively, if for prescribed constants m and n, 
sup Sz+ sup ]VS12<m2 
Rx [O.S] nx [O..T] 
(24) 
or 
SUP lW2 + S”P llS.,S.,ll3,2 sn2, 
Rx c0.s1 Rx [0.9-l 
(25) 
where ati.i3 = f(ui., - uj.,). 
We also make the unrestrictive assumption that a bound 
SUP (IBI + lQ+Q*l,<B 
Rx [O.;P] 
(26) 
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is known for the body force and the sum of heat sources for some 
prescribed constant /?. (Essentially we are assuming Q, Q*, T, and T* are 
bounded in modulus on Q x [0, S], and using the fact that b is constant 
to produce bounds for IBJ and IQ + Q*l.) 
We are interested in a function (u, 0)~ (C2(B x [0, .Y]))4 with v* E.M’. 
v~.&‘n9?, T*E.A, and TE.~~I-I.,~‘. 
Define the functional F(r) by 
F(r)=j’(llul12+ llel12w~+j~~ 0l~/l*+ lk,Il’)~~. 
0 0 
The using (20) and (22), 
(27) 
+‘J’ (e(UiT.,-de-q)) dq. 
n 
(28) 
Using the conditions of (23) and the divergence theorem we obtain 
(Ui hi) = - IIVul12, (e de) = - llvel12. 
So from (28), 
- I ; (IIVul12+ IIV~I12) dq 
= - : FJ(~)+ i’ ( 
-0 utuju,,,) cirl+5,’ (Brute) 4 
+j’ ew-,,) dtl- i’ +m 4. 0 -0 
Furthermore, differentiating (28) we have 
~v)=2 ~‘Ku,,.A.J+ (v..,)+ (u,u,.,,)+ w.,.,ws 0 
=2j’ (Ilu.,i12+ ll~..~l12W 0 
(29) 
dS 
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=2~‘~llu,,l12+Ile,,l12~~~ 
0 
+2ji< it u v,Z,“~.j+~~*ui,j.~+uj,svi.~ 
+U,V,,j.~+~.,,-AU,..~+B,.~u+Bie,,)> ds 
+ 2 j’ (e(v:e.,, + v,f,e., + U,..~Ti+UiT.-Ae..~-q.,)) ds. (30) 
0 
Using the divergence theorem, Eqs. (20)-(22), and boundary conditions 
(23) we can derive the following integrals: 
(ev,f,e,,> = ((e~it,e).,-e,~vlf.~e> = -(e.ivlf,re>. 
Therefore 
(evlf.se.i) =o. 
Similarly 
(“iv~~.su~.j> =O; (“in.c.s> = O; 
(e(Ae),x>= (Ace,,)= -(e,.~(e,,-~*e.i-uiT,,+q)); 
(ui Aui.s) = -(Ur.x(U,,s-VO:Ui,, -UjVi., + Bio)); 
<“iv~ui.,5 > = -<“t.~D~*ut.~ >; (“iu~,vi.J~) = -(Ui.,“,vi,,\ > 
and 
These integrals may now be employed to rearrange (30) so that we find 
F”(t) = 4 I’ lluJ12 + 118,,1~2 ds 
0 
-41: (v:(Ui,jU,.,+e.,e,,)> &+2[: (uteB,x> b 
-4j:(ui..~UjVri.il)ds-2jl: (Uj(V,..~U,.,+T~',/))~ 
+2 j' W?s> - (eq..r>) ds 
0 
+2 J: ((UiB,,-OUi.r)(B,- T.,)) dS. (31) 
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Next, let 
Then 
and 
!I)[,I,2=Ib,,l12+~ ((ci%~k +“kt’r,,k,)(t.,u,,,+u,c [r.,, )) 
- (“k*u,.,u,.k) - (“ku,.,c[,.k,)~ 
‘I@I12 = ll~.,I12+ a (c:~.,~:e.,> - (~,,~,:~.n,> 
~Ui~,~=~U,~~,,,-f~:U,.k-~Uku,,,k~l)~=~U,U,,r~ 
using the divergence theorem and conditions (23). Similarly 
CO@> = (@.,>. 
Therefore 
J 1 (u,~,) + (W) ds = j F’. 
In order to employ a logarithmic convexity technique, we first calculate 
FF” - ( F’)2. The result is 
FF”-(F’)‘=4S2+ i Ii+ i J, 
i= I ,= I 
1” llql12+ llq.,ll’dt 
>( 
1 ‘b~ill’+ Il@il’d.~ (32) 
0 0 
where 
S2 = 1’ J~u((~+ 110112 ds
‘0 >( 
j’ (Ix,J2 + 11@l12 ds 
0 
j’ (u,x,> + (W) d.7 ’ 
0 1 
is non-negative due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and 
1, = -2FJo (u,(c’,.,u,.,+ T..,e.,)> & 
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I4 = 2F 
I 
’ (uitlB,,r) ds, 
0 
’ J, = 2F 
I 
(( Bi - T.,) u;6,,) ~3, 
0 
J,= -2FJ’((B,-7’,)fh,,,)ds, 
0 
J,=2F 
c 
’ (qe.,r) ds. 
0 
We shall now bound I,, I,, J,, and Jz using Hiilder’s inequality, the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. 
In addition, the Sobolev inequality 
IlUll d Y IlWl 
for a positive constant ;J, will also be used. Let k* = h* + n2. Then 
112 -F f ‘(~,~/~,..s~i..~+~,.,~i.,+~j~,~..~’..,+~,,e,j>d~ 0 
2 -F 
I 
; ((u;u,)~)“~ (((I;,..~u;.,~)~/‘~)‘~~+ ((T,,y)3)2:3) ds 
- F 1’ llVul12 + /lV@12 ds 
“0 
2 -F ‘(1 +k2y2) IIVu(l’+ llV8j12ds. 5 0 
Using the following inequalities in the interval [0, ,F] 
<(“fU*.~ + uj”[t.j])(uk*ut.k + UkU[i.t])) 
d2a2 llvul12+2(uju~u~~.~~u~~.~~~ 
d 2a2 l/VIII/* + 2((UiUi)3)“3 ((U[,.j]U[i,j])3’2)2i3 
d 2(a2 + b2y2) llVuI12, 
it follows that 
(33) 
I,2 -2(a2+b2y2)F[’ llVul12ds-a21’ llV8112ds. 
0 0 
(34) 
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Set 
<,=B,-T,,= -Ahi+Bh,(T*+T)-Ch,(T*“+T*T+T’)-T,,. 
Using the bounds on B, T, and T* given in (24t(26), we may assume that 
This inequality may now be used in order to bound J, and J,. 
>, - D=F ’ Ilu(l=ds- 
5 0 
y j’ llVOll= ds 
0 
- 23!2FD j’ 11@11= ds j’ l(ull’ ds 
> 
I. 2 
0 0 
(35) 
J,= -2Fj’(5,8(~,+~L.:u,,~+fui’~,.i,))dr 
> -2”:F(j; ,,O,,=d.s I,: ,,,,,,+2FD= j; ,,O,,=d.s 
-;(a’+h=yZ)Fj’~(V~~(~ds. (36) 
0 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for positive constants z and i to be 
chosen, 
J, = 2F 1’ (@) ds + Fj’ (qV:&,,> ds 
-0 0 
llq~12 df [’ II@I12 ds 
I 2 
‘0 
(qv,,,qv,,,) dt+;j’ llVOll=ds 
0 
F2a2 FCC t 
>, ---- [ 
2r 2y3 
,,V0,,2d.+-i j’T llql12dt 
0 
j’ll@ll=d.~. 
0 
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Choose r =2, i.=4 to give 
J32 -$l +u2)-F~‘IIvel12d~-4~‘~ llql12drJ’ll@~12ds. (37) 
0 0 0 
Similarly, 
In order to produce an estimate for I4 we must first consider the Ej,,T term 
which occurs in its definition 
Bi.,y = Bhi( T* + I-).,- Cbi[(27-* + T) T: + (2T+ T*) T.,]. 
Since T*, T are bounded in modulus, we shall assume there exists some 
positive constant L say, such that 
sup IT*+TI<L. 
Rx [0,.9-l 
We may now use this in order to derive the inequality 
-B,,, > -Bbi( T* + T).,r - 2LCh,( T* + T),, 
2 -(Bbi + 2LCbi)( T* + T)., 
2 -b,M( T* + T).,, where A4 = B + 2LC is a constant. 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that bi is bounded by the same 
bound as Bi, i.e., 
sup lbil ~8. 
nx [0,.9-l 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and boundary condition (23) we can 
derive an estimate for 14: 
I, = 2FJ; (uiOBi,,) ds 
2 -2F 
i 
’ (biMuiO(v,?T~: + viT.,- AT* -AT- Q* - Q,) ds 
0 
2 -4WmFj (IIWI Ilull + IIf4 llvull) ds 
0 
-2BWam + P)FJi (IVII Ilull ) ds 
2 -2BMam + B)F[’ (Il4l’+ Ilul12) h 
0 
-4Mfim’F J’ (llVO112 + llVu/l 2, ds. 
0 
(39) 
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Having produced bounds for t, and .I,, we now derive 
w-(F)~~~s~-c,F ‘ilVuli~Ils-c,,Fi’Ilvn112ds 
I 0 JO 
- c, F2 - 2”= DFH, 
where we have defined 
c, = 1 + k’y2 + 2 (a2 + h2$) + 4Mpm’, 
c,=2++a2+4M/3m2, 
c3 = 2/Li4(am + 8) + a u2 + 2D’+ i 
(40) 
and 
H= )“+(J(: 
It was shown earlier that 
s2+ f(F’)Z= J’(llu112+ 118112)ds ~‘(lir,ll’+ ll@ll’)cls 
( 
. 
0 >( 0 > 
SO if we utilize the inequality (a + h) < $(Q’ + h1)‘.2, we may show that 
Therefore 
-Ha -2’3-- 21,” 
Thus 
-2”=DHFa -4DFS- 2DFF’. (41) 
Using (29), integration by parts, and the arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality we can obtain 
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which in turn gives 
- ,,v~,,2)d.v~ -F’-c,F, (42) 
where cq = max{a* + m2 + 8, 1+ jI}. Estimates (33k(39), (41), and (42) 
are now employed in (32) so that we may derive 
FF” - (F’)* 
> 4s’ - c5 F’F- cqc5 F’ - c,F* - 4DFS - ZDFF’ 
=4(S-2-‘DF)*- D2F2-c,F’F-c.,c,F*-c,F*-2DFF’ 
3 -k,FF’-k,F*, (43) 
where 
c5=max{c,, c,}, k,=c,+2D, k, = D* + cqc5 + c3. 
Inequality (43) is now integrated, see, e.g., Payne [9], to yield 
F(r) d CF(O)l’” Ol)i(l - 01) [F(.y) eP.F 3” -n)i(l 01) e- W, (44) 
where 
(T=e klr, tJ, =e k@-, and p+ 
1 
If we now define 
(for which an a priori estimate is known), and use the original definition 
of F(r) in (27), then we find that 
j~m11*+ llell*)~~+ jiT m7112+ 114.,11*w 
[j 
3 
1 
((I- nl)l(l-~l) <K(.F) em” (11~112+ 11~,,112) dr (45) 0 
This inequality thus establishes continuous dependence upon the heat 
supply, backward in time, on compact subintervals of [O, F). 
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